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computers and power tools, and emergent 
energy storage solutions for transport 
or for storing renewable energy in an 
ever-evolving ‘smart grid’. Each of these 
products requires diverse battery tech-
nologies, with many batteries well-suited 
for specific cases, e.g., Li-ion batteries for 
the electrification of vehicles due to their 
light weight and therefore intrinsic energy 
density (typically 100–265 Wh kg−1). In 
fact, the adoption and penetration of elec-
tric vehicles (EVs) in the transport market 
is quickly becoming synonymous with 
battery research, with advanced lithium 
technologies such as lithium–sulfur (Li–S) 
and lithium–oxygen (Li–O2) envisaged as 
the next generation of batteries to power 
our vehicles (theoretical energy densities 
of 2567 and 3505 Wh kg−1 respectively).[3]

Lithium technologies power many of 
our modern devices and so are well under-
stood, however sodium chemistries share 
commonalities. They are also well known 
because both Li and Na batteries were 
investigated in tandem near the end of the 
last century prior to the commercializa-
tion of Li-ion by Sony.[2,4] In fact, Sodium 

battery energy storage systems (ESS) precede Li-ion, with the 
description of a β-Al2O3 Na+ ion conducting solid electrolyte 
in the 1960s by Kummer and Weber of Ford Motor Co which 
enabled sodium/sulfur technologies.[5] Since then, sodium 
technologies have found use in stationary applications and usu-
ally consist of one of two battery technologies, these are Na–S 
and zero emission battery research activities.[6]

Both these cell chemistries require operation at elevated tem-
peratures (≈300 °C) which enables the use of a molten sodium 
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1. Importance and Motivation for Advanced 
Electrolytes

Researchers around the globe are currently on a resolute 
undertaking to develop the new technologies that can help us 
to power our modern way of life in a cheap and sustainable 
manner.[1] Chief among these technologies are the batteries 
which currently provide energy storage solutions in a diverse 
array of modern devices;[2] powering portable electronics, 
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anode and molten S/NiCl2 cathode. These high temperatures 
also improve the ionic conductivity of the solid sodium β-Al2O3 
ceramic electrolyte and prevent the formation of metallic den-
drites. Since this time many installations have been made by 
NGK Insulators Japan for load-levelling applications using Na–S 
cells (150–240 Wh kg−1)[7] in 200 kW/1.2 MWh units with the last 
count at installations totaling 450 MW as of 2013 in a U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy Grid energy Storage report (U.S. DOE),[8] and 
current estimates expected to be closer to 530 MW/3.7 GWh.[9]  
Within that U.S DOE report it is recognized that new chemis-
tries will be required to meet the future requirements of cost 
competitive energy storage technologies. In a second report in 
2014 the U.S. DOE followed up with an Energy Storage Safety 
Strategic Plan which specifically targeted the second key chal-
lenge set forth regarding the validation of safety and reliability 
within future energy storage technologies.[10] This is especially 
important as the number of battery ESS begins to increase 
(largest Li-ion ESS: 100 MW/129 MWh in South Australia to 
support power grid) as the targeted battery price <$100 kWh−1 
progressively becomes a reality ahead of expectations[11]

In order to increase the safety of these sodium based bat-
teries, a simple solution is to decrease the operating tempera-
ture, as achieved with common Li-ion cells. A startup named 
Tiamat has recently begun to design and develop a tech-
nology unveiled by a French consortium, a Na-ion device in 
18650 format claiming 90 Wh kg−1 and 2000 cycles.[12] Work has 
also been carried out by Faradion who have reported >400 cycles 
of a hard carbon layered oxide cell with 100% depth of discharge 
to 80% of capacity at rates between C/10 to C/2.[13] These cells 
display energy densities similar to those of their Li-ion counter-
parts from a decade ago, thus there is still room for improve-
ment to reach the values envisaged to power our future energy-
hungry society. The use of sodium metal in a device will allow 
for this advancement in capacity, where Na–O2 can achieve 
1605 Wh kg−1.[14] However utilizing energy dense Na metal 
brings about additional safety concerns, analogous to Li metal 
anodes, such as heterogeneous metal deposition during plating, 
dendritic growth, the low melting point of sodium metal, and 
electrolyte decomposition due the highly reducing environment 
of an alkali metal anode. This is typical when using the conven-
tional organic electrolytes, grandfathered into alkali metal tech-
nologies because of their success and compatibility with Li-ion 
electrodes. However, since the report of highly efficient and 
stable lithium deposition from an ionic liquid electrolyte, this 
field of electrolyte development has seen increased research.[15]

Novel electrolytes such as ionic liquids (ILs) which them-
selves can have low reactivity have proven well suited for this 
task. Sodium metal anodes, and Li alike, can be plated and 
stripped with high efficiency when using these ionic liquids.[16] 
The prohibitive expense of ionic liquids has been a deterrent 
to their uptake in Li technologies, however by moving to Na 
technologies the costs of cells will drop significantly due to 
the accessibility of elemental sodium and the ability to use Al 
instead of Cu as the current collector. Thus, advanced electro-
lytes such as ionic liquids and organic ionic plastic crystals 
(OIPCs) may ultimately find their way into Na-ion technologies 
as part of a holistic approach to revitalize the technology, much 
like the novelty of β-Al2O3 electrolytes brought about high tem-
perature Na–S.
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Ionic liquids are novel solvents that pos-
sess an abundance of unique properties 
compared to conventional electrolytes. The 
majority of these solvents are composed of 
organic salts with bulky asymmetric struc-
tures. They are capable of dissolving a wide 
range of metal salts up to high concentration. 
In addition, they are considered as “safer” 
electrolytes as they themselves have low flam-
mability due to being virtually nonvolatile. 
Thus, ILs have found themselves used as bat-
tery electrolyte additives in the form of fire-
retardants.[17] Ionic liquids have an intrinsic 
ionic conductivity, being composed entirely 
of ions, and exhibit wide electrochemical sta-
bility—a prerequisite for high voltage battery 
electrolytes. Due to the enormous amount 
of possible anion and cation pairings, the 
properties of an IL can vary accordingly as 
a function of the material’s chemistry. As 
such, ILs have found application in a variety 
of fields, and the reader is directed to com-
prehensive reviews covering the properties 
and applications of ionic liquids.[18–24] A list 
outlining several cations and anions covered 
within this review can be found in Table 1. It 
should be noted however that ILs do not only 
possess intrinsic properties to the benefit of 
battery technologies, they are also highly vis-
cous in most cases, suffer from lower molar 
conductivity at low temperatures in compar-
ison with conventional organic electrolytes 
(especially near Tm) and typically consist of 
highly fluorinated anions such as the [FSI]− 
and [TFSI]− species.

In order to develop these advanced Na bat-
tery technologies, it is essential to gain an 
understanding of the fundamental chemistry 
which occurs upon addition of a Na salt to an 
ionic liquid to predict its speciation and inter-
actions with the bulk solvent. These factors 
will affect the ion transport of the charge car-
rier, as well as dictate the interactions at an 
electrode interface. It is also possible to tailor 
the design of ionic liquids, through modi-
fying the anion or cation functionality (e.g., 
cyano, fluoro, alkoxy functionality), to define 
the electrolyte properties. This can also be 
made possible through the use of additives 
(i.e., H2O, vinylene carbonate) which have 
been used routinely in conventional battery 
electrolytes in the past.[25,26] In addition to the 
intrinsic bulk properties of the electrolyte, 
an important role of the IL is the promotion 
of a beneficial solid–electrolyte interphase 
(SEI).[27–30] This SEI often dictates the elec-
trochemical stability, ion/charge transport 
at the electrode surface and may be the 
critical factor in the successful cycling of an 
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Table 1. Structure and abbreviations of common ionic liquid cations/anions in use for sodium 
battery electrolyte research.

Ion Abbreviation Structure

Quaternary cations

Alkylmethylimidazolium [Cnmim]+

 

Alkylmethylpyrrolidinium [Cnmpyr]+

Ammonium (ether functionalized) [Nn,n,n,nO1]+ a)

Ammonium [Nn,n,n,n]+

Phosphonium [Pn,n,n,n]+

Spirocyclic ammonium ASX(n,n)
+

Anions

Bis(fluorosulfonyl)imideb) [FSI]−

Bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imideb) [TFSI]−

v

Dicyanamide [DCA]−

Hexafluorophosphate [PF6]−

Tetrafluoroborate [BF4]−

a)The O represents an ether oxygen, not to be confused with zero (0); b)These anions are classed as 
“imides” to avoid confusion with the literature, rather than the correct nomenclature “amides.”
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electrode.[31–33] The unique interfacial and bulk structuring of 
these electrolytes are also of particular interest when it comes to 
controlling electrochemical reactions at an electrode–electrolyte  
interface.[34–37]

There are many reviews in the literature covering specific 
applications including in electrochemical devices[21] such as 
Li battery electrolytes,[19,21,38] fuel cells[19] and solar cells[39] to 
media useful for CO2 capture,[40] metal electrodeposition[41] and 
chemical synthesis.[23,42] Under the umbrella of the term ionic 
liquids, one can also loosely include other forms of electrolytes 
such as deep eutectic solvents (DESs),[43] solvate ionic liquids,[19] 
and polymerized ionic liquids (PILs).[44,45] More recently super 
concentrated electrolyte systems where the lithium or sodium 
ion concentration can exceed 3 m—including those based on 
organic solvents[46–48] as well as ionic liquids,[49–52] have shown 
promise for cycling of both lithium and sodium metal anodes. 
Solid state analogues of ionic liquids include gelled ionic liq-
uids[53] as well as organic ionic plastic crystals.[54] It is worth 
noting that the properties of the resultant IL solvent/electrolyte 
system is crucially dependent upon the functionality designed 
into the cation–anion IL pair for a target application.

In the field of Na batteries, ionic liquids remain quite novel. 
Their compatibility in Na-ion technologies against hard carbon 
materials has been reported[55,56] as well as against Na metal 
anodes.[57–59] Currently, only a small fraction of a percent of 
global ESS is supplied by batteries (Pb-acid), while the lion’s 
share of 95% is via inflexible pumped-hydro energy storage 
(>100 GW). Thus, cheap and flexible sodium technologies are 
inherently well suited for stationary ESS, due to their elemental 
abundance and greater mass. Hence, they are envisioned as 
grid ESS or “behind-the-meter” home storage as enabling tech-
nologies which will not generate electricity but will enable crit-
ical advances to modernize the power grid.[60]

In this review we focus on the state-of-the-art battery tech-
nologies comprised of an ionic liquid electrolyte for sodium 
energy storage, or, their solid-state cousins organic ionic plastic 
crystals. The physicochemical and transport properties of these 
novel ionic electrolytes, both in liquid and solid state and their 
electrochemical performance with different cell chemistries 
using a variety of electrode materials will also be discussed. 
Recent studies on the topic of hybrid electrolytes, and electro-
lytes to support the oxygen reduction reaction with insight on 
their discharge products are also included. Finally, the elec-
trode–electrolyte interface which governs much of a cell’s per-
formance is also included for the small body of work which 
already exists in this area.

2. Novel Physicochemical Properties for Na 
Energy Storage

This section focuses on the physicochemical and electrochem-
ical properties of ionic liquid electrolytes for sodium battery 
devices, with the main focus being on ionic liquids and their 
sodium salt solutions. Table 2 summarizes a range of ILs and 
compositions found in the literature including the glass tran-
sition,[61] melting and decomposition temperatures (Tg, Tm, Td, 
respectively) and conductivity, σ, viscosity, η, and density, ρ.[62] 
For brevity, the table lists the highest concentration reported 

for each particular study. For an exhaustive list of all reported 
concentrations we have prepared larger tables within the Sup-
porting Information; these tabulated values were extracted 
from figure data using WebPlotDigitizer (Automeris LLC) 
when accurate values were not provided. In addition to these 
electrolyte properties, parameters reported from key device 
studies with ionic liquid electrolytes are also presented in the 
following section Table 3. We also briefly discuss and compare 
tertiary systems which highlight the effect of additives such 
as molecular organic solvents[63,64] and water.[65] Polymer or 
gel electrolytes which are typically prepared by solvent casting 
or electrospinning typically include polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVdF),[66–69] polyethylene oxide (PEO), or poly(ethylene)glycol 
dimethyl ether (PEGDME),[70–73] however they are not discussed 
herein.[53,63]

2.1. Thermal Properties

The operational temperature window of a device is often deter-
mined by the thermal properties of the electrolyte. Typically, the 
upper temperature limit is defined by the evaporation tempera-
ture or decomposition temperature of the electrolyte, with evap-
oration being a major limitation of traditional organic solvent 
based electrolytes. In general, device performance is best above 
the glass transition temperature or the melting point where 
mobility is highest (i.e., in the liquid state). Classical organic 
solvent electrolytes are often based on dimethylcarbonate 
which has a relatively low boiling point of 90 °C. Due to the 
electrostatic interactions between the ions in ionic liquids, ionic 
liquids typically do not evaporate and thus their upper limit is 
usually determined by their decomposition temperature.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of sodium solutions of 
pyrrolidinium, and phosphonium ionic liquids has determined 
the decomposition temperature to typically be above 300 °C. 
For instance, a solution of NaTFSI salt in N-methyl-N-butyl-
pyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (NaTFSI/
C4mpyr[TFSI]) at 400 °C. Two studies reported the decomposi-
tion temperatures of C4mpyr[TFSI] systems with different sol-
utes (NaBF4, NaPF6, NaClO4, NaDCA, NaTFSI) which ranged 
from 330 to 360 °C suggesting that the nature of the added 
salt had little effect,[59,74] with the exception of NaPF6 which 
decomposed near 100 °C.[74] Surprisingly, ionic liquid solu-
tions based on bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide ([FSI]− anion) and the 
ammonium cation such as trimethyl-hexylammonium, dibutyl-
dimethylammonium or 5-azoniaspiro[4.4]nonane (N1116[FSI], 
N1144[FSI], ASN(4.4)[FSI] respectively) were reported to possess 
a much lower thermal stability (177 °C),[75] although our own 
observations suggest that these low temperature limits can be 
the result of water (or other) impurities which appear to cata-
lyze the decomposition process in FSI based ILs. Regardless, 
IL electrolytes are considered as superior to solvent based elec-
trolytes in terms of their upper temperature limit. One caveat 
that is important to consider is the fact that TGA is a dynamic 
technique and hence the true thermal stability under static con-
ditions may be considerably lower than the reported values.[76]

Dissolving a salt in a liquid usually results in a lower melting 
point (melting point depression), however, with salt addition 
the viscosity of the system also increases, which leads to a 
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Table 2. Thermal and physicochemical properties of ionic liquid electrolytes at their highest reported concentration of Na+ salt for each study. An 
exhaustive list of each concentration can be found within the Supporting Information.

[Salt]/ionic liquid Phase transitions [°C] Physicochemical properties at given temperature Reference

tNa
+ Tg Tm Td σ [mS cm−1] η [mPa s] ρ [g cm−3] T [°C]

Ammonium cation

90 mol% NaFSI/N1144[FSI] – −21 60 197 0.7 356 – 25 [75]

90 mol% NaFSI/N1116[FSI] – −25 57 197 0.3 416 – 25 [75]

59 mol% NaTFSI/N2(2O2O1)3[TFSI] – −19 – – 0.016 838 1.450 60 [82]

55 mol% NaFSI/N2(2O2O1)3[FSI] – −45 – – 0.0027 791 1.445 20 [181]

Imidazolium cation

90 mol% NaFSI/C2mim[FSI] – −57.0 29 – 1.2 144 1.660 25 [79]

30 mol% NaTFSI/C2mim[TFSI] – −74.4 – – 2.5 – – 25 [77]

20 mol% NaTFSI/C4mim[TFSI] – −75.8 – – 1.3 – – 25 [77]

30 mol% NaTFSI/C2mim[TFSI] – – – – 2.4 127 – 20 [89]

50 mol% NaFSI/ C2mim[FSI] 0.35 – – – 5.9 – – 90 [51]

50 mol% NaAlCl4/C2mimAlCl4 – – – – 5.5 – – 25 [94]

50 mol% NaAlCl4/C2mimFeCl4 – – – – 6.0 – – 25 [94]

0.75 m NaBF4/C2mim[BF4] – – – 380 8.0 – – 20 [182]

3.8 mol% NaBF4/C4mim[BF4] – – – – 3.2 130 1.212 25 [183]

Phosphonium cation

42 mol% NaFSI/P111i4[FSI] 0.33 –71 6 305 0.9 567 1.497 20 [95]

20 mol% NaPF6/P1i4i4i4[FSI] 0.19 – 47 – 0.06 – – 20 [98]

20 mol% NaFSI/P1i4i4i4[FSI] 0.37 – 9 – 0.6 – – 20 [98]

20 mol% NaTFSI/P1i4i4i4[FSI] 0.31 −73 – – 0.4 – – 20 [98]

45 mol% NaPF6/P1i4i4i4[FSI] – −73 – – 0.5 – – 20 [58]

80 mol% NaTFSI/P111i4TFSI – – 217 – 0.0003 – – 20 [180]

80 mol% NaFSI/P1i444FSI – – 107 – 0.27 – – 20 [180]

80 mol% NaTFSI/P1i444TFSI – – 256.4 – 0.0002 – – 20 [180]

45 mol% NaFSI/P1i4i4i4[FSI] 0.35 −78 – – 0.5 – – 20 [181]

Pyrrolidinium cation

1 m NaClO4/C4mpyr[TFSI] 0.2 – – 360 1.0 213 – 30 [59]

1 m NaBF4/C4mpyr[TFSI] 0.2 – – 360 1.5 285 – 30 [59]

1 m NaDCA/C4mpyr[TFSI] 0.2 – – 360 0.5 425 – 30 [59]

1 m NaPF6/C4mpyr[TFSI] 0.2 – – 360 1.0 327 – 30 [59]

20 mol% NaTFSI/C4mpyr[TFSI] – −83 −30 – 0.6 – – 22 [78]

14 mol% NaTFSI/C4mpyr[TFSI] – −80 – – 1.3 188 1.440 25 [80]

0.3 m NaTFSI/C4mpyr[TFSI] – – – – 1.3 172 – 20 [86]

0.3 m NaTFSI/C4Hpyr[TFSI] – – – – 1.5 123 – 20 [86]

1 m NaTFSI/C4mpyr[TFSI] 0.25 – – 400 0.5 – – 25 [112]

20 mol% NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] – – – – 3.2 312 – 25 [93]

60 mol% NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] – – – – 0.02 794 – 25 [84]

7 mol% NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] – −101 −9 – 1.0 – – 20 [81]

1 m NaBF4/C4mpyr[TFSI] – – – 350 1.9 – – 25 [74]

1 m NaClO4/C4mpyr[TFSI] – – – 350 1.0 – – 25 [74]

1 m NaTFSI/C4mpyr[TFSI] – – – 350 0.5 – – 25 [74]

1 m NaPF6/C4mpyr[TFSI] – – – 100 0.4 – – 25 [74]

55 mol% NaTFSI/C4mpyr[TFSI] 0.11 −80 – 317 0.5 – – 25 [64]

50 mol% NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] 0.32 – – – – – – – [88]
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higher glass transition temperature, Tg. Typically, a low Tg or Tm 
means higher ion mobility at a given temperature and therefore 
low transition temperatures are desirable to achieve low opera-
tion temperatures. Indeed, most low sodium content ionic liq-
uids (i.e., <1 m or 25 mol%) show low Tg values (typically −90 to  
−75 °C). This includes the range of imidazolium and pyrroli-
dinium TFSI solutions shown in Table 2.[75,77–80] The lowest 
Tg reported was for the 7 mol% NaFSI in propyl-methylpyr-
rolidinium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (C3mpyr[FSI]) electrolyte 
at −101 °C.[81] Some high sodium content IL solutions (>25%) 
also show a low Tg (below −50 °C) and thus are suitable to be 
used for low temperature applications. These include various 
imidazolium,[77,79] pyrrolidinium,[80] ammonium,[75,82,83] and 
phosphonium[58] ionic solutions with Tg of −80 to −70 °C.

Comparing the reported Tg values suggests that the increase 
in cation size (e.g., [C2mim]+ vs [C4mim]+) increases Tg. This is 
possibly caused by the stronger degree of intermolecular inter-
actions.[77] Comparing the anion effect for [C2mim]+ shows a 
much lower Tg for the [FSI]− anion (−91 °C)[79] as compared to 
the [TFSI]− anion (−77 °C),[77] at the same 20 mol% concentra-
tion. Suggesting that there are much stronger interactions in 
the TFSI electrolyte. A plasticizing effect of the [FSI]− anion 
leading to lower Tg has been reported previously.[73] Also com-
paring butyl–methyl substituted IL cations indicates that there 
are less intermolecular interactions in pyrrolidinium TFSI solu-
tions than in the corresponding imidazolium sample which 
shows a higher Tg; the glass transition at 20 mol% NaTFSI in 
C4mpyr[TFSI] is shown at −83[78] and −77 °C in C4mim[TFSI].[77] 
Interestingly, for high salt concentration samples, there seems 

to be minimal effects of the salt content on Tg in homogeneous 
solutions.[75,77,84] In the case of the ether functionalized ammo-
nium cation, N-ethyl-2-(2-methoxyethoxy)-N,N-bis(2-(2-methox-
yethoxy)ethyl)ethan-1-ammonium, the Tg is also lower for the 
NaFSI containing solutions of 41 mol% NaX/N2(2O2O1)3[TFSI] 
electrolyte (where X = TFSI or FSI, −44 °C vs −53 °C)[82,83] fur-
ther highlighting the plasticizing properties of the [FSI]− anion.

The investigation of combustion and decomposition behavior 
of many ILs has also been carried out to address the actual fire 
hazard these novel solvents may pose. Eshetu et al. study the 
dynamic and isothermal TGA thermal stability, biodegrada-
bility and combustion behavior across a range of pyrrolidinium 
ILs along with an ethylene carbonate (EC): dimethyl carbonate 
(DMC) comparator.[85] Aside from demonstrating higher thermal 
stability of these novel IL solvents over organic carbonates 
(organics ignite immediately, ILs ignite after ≈5 min of extreme 
heat), the study reveals that these properties are highly related to 
the structure of the cation, anion, their functionality (i.e., ether 
oxygens) and alkyl chain length. The ignition of these ILs fol-
lowed a similar trend to TGA results, whereby longer alkyl chains 
provided shorter ignition times in line with Td. Increasing the 
chain length also provided more carbon as fuel content during 
burning, larger heat of combustion and greater CO2 emissions. 
In addition to CO2, combustion releases SO2, NO, and HF as 
major products along with soot and aldehydes. Importantly, the 
flammability of these flame retarding solvents is categorized as 
being similar to polymer characteristics, due to their thermal 
decomposition which in turn generates flammable moieties, 
rather than their vaporization as with organic electrolytes.
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Table 3. Performance of various electrode materials within cells comprising ionic liquid electrolytes.

Charging rate

Variables Electrode Electrolyte CDis [mAh g−1] C-rate mA g−1 T [°C] Reference

Rate and temperature NaFePO4 1 m NaBF4/C4mpr[TFSI] 152 C/20 – 75 [59]

Rate, concentration, and 

temperature

NaCrO2 40 mol% NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] 76 8C 2000 90 [84]

Rate and temperature O3-Na2/3Fe2/3Mn1/3O2 42 mol% NaFSI/P111i4[FSI] 184 C/10 – 50 [95]

Salt, rate, and temperature Na0.44MnO2 20 mol% NaClO4/C4mpyr[TFSI] 115 C/20 – 75 [74]

Rate and cyclability Na2FeP2O7 56 mol% NaFSI/KFSI 91 – 10 90 [127]

Rate and potential window Na2/3Fe1/3Mn2/3O2 20 mol% NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] 227 C/12 20 90 [116]

Rate and temperature TiO2/C 20 mol% NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] 275 – 10 90 [118]

Rate and temperature HC 10 mol% NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] 260 – 50 90 [55]

Current density Na0 45 mol% NaFSI/P1i4i4i4[FSI] 2.5a) – 0.5a) 50 [58]

Rate and temperature P2-Na2/3Fe2/3Mn1/3O2 55 mol% NaFSI/N2(2O2O1)3[FSI] 116 C/10 – 50 [181]

a)Areal measurements, with unit mA cm−2.

[Salt]/ionic liquid Phase transitions [°C] Physicochemical properties at given temperature Reference

tNa
+ Tg Tm Td σ [mS cm−1] η [mPa s] ρ [g cm−3] T [°C]

Low melting salts

56 mol% NaFSI/KFSI – – – – 0.3 5925 2.160 60 [87]

45 mol% NaFSI/KFSI – 67 – – – – – – [97]

10 mol% NaTFSI/CsTFSI – – – – 12 42 2.290 150 [96]

Table 2. Continued.
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2.2. Conductivity Behavior

Unsurprisingly, for Na IL solutions, the ionic conductivity 
is highest for low salt concentrations and is usually in the 
range of 1–10 mS cm−1 near room temperature (20–25 °C). 
Comparing the conductivity data for imidazolium ionic liquid 
electrolytes, increasing the cation size from ethyl-methylimi-
dazolium to butyl-methylimidazolium ([C2mim]+ to [C4mim]+, 
i.e., increasing the alkyl chain length) reduces the conduc-
tivity for low salt concentrations from 6.8 to 3.1 mS cm−1 for 
2.5 mol% NaTFSI solutions with a similar degree to high  
20 mol% concentrations of NaTFSI/C2mim[TFSI]: 2.8 mS cm−1 
and NaTFSI/C4mim[TFSI]: 1.3 mS cm−1, decreasing by around 
55%.[77] The difference in conductivity is mainly related to the 
reduction in chain length, this is also reflected in the improve-
ment in conductivity when changing from a methyl to a protic 
pyrrolidinium ionic liquid for 0.3 m NaTFSI in C4mpyr[TFSI] 
(1.3 mS cm−1) versus C4Hpyr[TFSI], (1.5 mS cm−1).[86]

Similar to the trend observed for the Tg, [FSI]− has a plas-
ticizing effect and thus these electrolytes show a higher con-
ductivity than their [TFSI]− analogs. For example, 20 mol% 
NaFSI in C2mim[TFSI] exhibits a conductivity value of 2.8 mS 
cm−1 versus 8.5 mS cm−1 in C2mim[FSI].[77,79] A similar trend 
has also been observed for the N2(2O2O1)3[TFSI] systems where 
NaFSI addition showed a higher conductivity than the corre-
sponding NaTFSI salt solutions with 9.9 × 10−5 S cm−1 versus 
1.1 × 10−5 S cm−1, respectively.[82,83] While these systems follow 
the trend expected from their Tg this is not true when com-
paring imidazolium and pyrrolidinium analogs. Adding various 
sodium solutes to C4mpyr[TFSI] has shown that the highest 
conductivities were achieved when adding 1 m NaDCA (1.5 mS 
cm−1)[77] or NaBF4 (1.9 mS cm−1)[74] to the IL while NaPF6

[77] 
and NaTFSI[74] solutions showed the lowest conductivity, each 
≈0.5 mS cm−1.

2.3. Sodium-Ion Speciation

Interactions and solvation within the electrolyte, including 
speciation of the Na+ charge carrier as well as aggregation and 
clustering of the ionic species are all of crucial importance in 
electrolytes. While it is true that the electrostatic interactions 
between ions in ILs is weak by definition (i.e., low melting 
point/lattice energies), the dilute salt solutions commonly used 
as electrolytes are very different to the situation in ILs which 
are entirely made of ions and thus interactions, even if weak, 
are expected to play a significant role.

One way to estimate the degree of interaction is by using the 
Walden rule which is based on the relationship between con-
ductivity and viscosity. Since these are inversely proportional to 
one another, the Walden rule states that the product of viscosity  
η and molar conductivity Λ is constant, shown in Equation (1)[18]

kηΛ ⋅ =  (1)

Thus viscosity and conductivity data can be converted into 
a Walden plot shown in Figure 1 where a shift away from 
the values expected for an ideally dissociated 0.1 m KCl solu-
tion indicates a departure from ideality. Typically in an IL this 

is reflected as a reduction in molar conductivity (for a given 
viscosity) compared to the “ideal line” and is caused by ion 
association in the IL electrolyte.

While IL electrolytes do not show ideal dissociation, the 
effects of ion association are usually limited (<10% reduction of 
the molar conductivity value expected for an ideal solution).[82,87] 
This is in agreement with the chemical nature of ionic liquids 
which suggests low electrostatic interactions between the ions 
resulting in low melting points. Interestingly, the Walden plot 
for the NaFSI/KFSI system lies above the ideal KCl line.[87] 
This behavior means that the molar conductivity is higher than 
expected based on the viscosity and suggests decoupling of 
the viscosity from translational motion. This can be described 
by the coupling constant, γ, of the fractional Walden rule[18] 
described in Equation (2) which has also been applied to ionic 
liquid electrolytes[82,87]

kηΛ ⋅ =γ
 (2)

Spectroscopic techniques such as nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR),[64,82,83,88] or vibrational spectroscopy, e.g., IR or 
Raman,[64,77] often in combination with computational methods 
such as molecular dynamics (MD) or density functional theory 
(DFT) simulations,[77,88,89] have been applied to study interac-
tions in IL electrolytes. For the C3mpyr[FSI] system, upon Na+ 
addition a broadening and shift was observed in the signal 
associated with the ionic liquid’s FSI bands caused by interac-
tions involving Na+ and [FSI]−. The same is true for the Raman 
bands observed in C2mim[TFSI] and C4mim[TFSI] systems 
which together with DFT calculations suggest the presence 
of predominantly [Na(TFSI)3]2-.[88] Similar complexation has 
been reported for the [FSI]− anion in the NaFSI/C4mpyr[FSI] 
system using Raman and AFM techniques.[90] NMR studies of 
NaTFSI/N2(2O2O1)3[TFSI] and the mixed anion system (NaFSI/
N2(2O2O1)3[TFSI]) suggest a similar coordination environment 
for Na+ since diffusion in both systems was similar.[82,83]

A detailed study was performed on the NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] 
system (NMR studies and MD simulations) which showed that 
at higher concentrations Na-FSI clusters are formed in which 
one [FSI]− anion binds two Na+ cations.[88] More recently it has 
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Figure 1. Walden plots describing the departure of measurements from 
ideality of N2(2O2O1)3[TFSI] ionic liquid electrolytes. Reproduced with per-
mission.[82] Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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been shown that with NaFSI concentrations above 50 mol% 
in this ionic liquid, extensive clustering occurs with a perco-
lating pathway for the Na+ cation which leads to an effective 
increase in the diffusion coefficient relative to the other ions in 
the system.[91] Such structuring allows for rapid site exchange 
through structural rearrangement and hence higher diffusion. 
This could then explain the observations that a higher Na+ 
transport number is obtained for higher NaFSI concentration 
in the ionic liquids (Figure 2).[49,92] Despite lower ionic conduc-
tivities of the electrolyte and the detrimental higher viscosity 
inherent to ILs, higher concentrations of sodium salt leads to 
good performance at high Na salt concentrations in Na devices.

2.4. Electrochemical Properties

While the physicochemical properties provide good initial guide-
lines, the evaluation of key electrochemical properties using 
techniques such as cyclic voltammetry (CV), Na|Na symmetric 
cell cycling and calculating sodium transport numbers (tNa

+), is 
key to predicting device performance. Many systems have been 
shown via CV to support reversible Na0/+ cycling including 
ammonium,[75] pyrrolidinium,[65,80,81,86,88,93] imidazolium,[79,94] 
and phosphonium[58,95] ionic liquids as well as eutectic salt 
melts.[87,96,97] Sodium metal symmetric cell studies provide fur-
ther evidence of the electrolytes’ ability to sustain sodium elec-
trochemistry over long periods. In these experiments, sustained 
low overpotentials reflect effective Na+ ion transport and good 
electrochemical stability. Very low overpotentials of 10–90 mV  
were observed when plating and stripping Na0 for NaFSI 
in trimethyl-isobutylphosphonium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide 
(P111i4[FSI]) when galvanostatically cycled at 0.025–1.0 mA 
cm−2,[95] and similarly within the related methyl-triisobutylphos-
phonium analog (P1i4i4i4[FSI]) when using a variety of salts such 

as NaFSI/NaTFSI: 30–110 mV or NaPF6: 70–180 mV at cur-
rent densities of 0.1 mA cm−2 or 0.25 mA cm−2.[98] In the latter 
system, Makhlooghiazad et al. reported that the overpotentials 
were also dependent on the choice of separator and ranged 
from 55 to 100 mV when cycled at 0.25 mA cm−2.[58] These are 
all examples of high salt content systems exhibiting remarkably 
low overpotentials and compatibility at a Na0 electrode. Sodium 
dicynamide in N-butyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium dicyanamide 
(NaDCA/C4mpyrDCA) has also been cycled with similarly low 
potentials of 100 mV at a Na0 electrode, although at low current 
densities of 0.01 mA cm−2.[65] The lowest reported overpoten-
tials, 10–50 mV, were obtained for ammonium electrolyte solu-
tions (NaFSI/N1116[FSI], NaFSI/N1144[FSI], NaFSI/ASN(4.4)[FSI]) 
at impressive current densities of 1.0 mA cm−2 when using 
glass fiber separators.[75]

2.5. Na-Ion Hybrid Electrolytes

It has become increasingly recognized that the mass transport 
properties of ionic liquids can be further improved through 
mixing with molecular solvents as these molecular solvents 
exhibit higher conductivities at moderate temperatures.[99] 
Such ionic liquid–molecular solvent systems have been called 
“hybrid-electrolytes” in the sense that they combine the prop-
erties of both solvent systems, sometimes in a synergistic 
fashion. A variety of solvents have been investigated, some of 
which represent simple “diluents,” for example, toluene, and 
others which are well known aprotic electrolyte solvents in 
their own right, for example, acetonitrile and propylene car-
bonate.[100] The majority of the solvents used in reports are 
aprotic solvents, this most likely originates from the perceived 
instabilities of the protic solvents in sodium metal based cells. 
However as we highlight in Section 2.6 a protic solvent such as 
water has shown some stability indicating that protic solvents 
may also be a possible avenue of hybrid research. In the case 
of battery electrolytes the solvent systems used are those tradi-
tionally well-understood in the area, including the organic car-
bonate mixtures. One of the advantages of such mixtures is that 
the overall cost of the ionic liquid based electrolyte is lowered.

While the transport properties tend to improve smoothly 
with molecular solvent content, the effect of Henry’s Law tends 
to maintain a low vapor pressure of the volatile solvent such 
that the attractive thermal properties of the ionic liquid are not 
immediately diminished. For example, Figure 3 compares the 
flammability of a pure carbonate organic electrolyte and a 50:50 
mixture of ionic liquid and carbonate electrolyte; the very low 
flammability of the ionic liquid is maintained in the hybrid 
electrolyte despite the presence of the organic component. For 
this reason, hybrid electrolytes are being reported for Li and Na 
battery applications. Plylahan et al. have recently investigated 
hybrid C3mpyr atomic force microscopy [TFSI]–carbonate mix-
tures for use in high temperature lithium-ion batteries based on 
LiFePO4 demonstrating stable cycling at 80 °C.[17] Egashira et al. 
show a hybrid propylene carbonate (PC)/N122(2O1)[TFSI] tends 
to inhibit insertion of sodium into hard carbon electrodes, par-
ticularly at higher fractions of IL near 70 vol%.[101] Monti et al. 
have shown that in hybrid mixtures of 0.8 m C4mim[TFSI] or 
C3mpyr[TFSI] with ethylene carbonate and propylene carbonate 
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Figure 2. The relationships of Na+ concentration with ion conductivity 
(σ) and the apparent transport number (tNa

+) revealing the benefits of 
superconcentrated electrolytes, i.e., shown here are several mol fractions 
of NaFSI salt in C3mpyr[FSI] electrolyte. Reproduced with permission.[92] 
Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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that the electrolytes are less ignitable/more stable than unco-
ordinated solvent.[102] It is interesting to note that the organic 
solvents do remain after ignition to a certain degree, and, that 
these remnant organic solvents do so because they are strongly 
coordinated by Na+. This is revealed by comparison of FTIR 
spectra before and after burning.

Transport and thermodynamic properties can show a variety 
of effects beyond what can be thought of as “simple-mixing” 
rules and these are in many cases advantageous to device per-
formance. Figure 4 provides an illustration of the effect of an 
organic electrolyte (ethylene carbonate/propylene carbonate 
(1:1 by volume) in mixtures of ionic liquid C3mpyr[TFSI]), 
with 1 m NaFSI as the sodium salt.[103] It is notable that the 25% 
by volume mixture has conductivity which is similar to that of 
the standard organic electrolyte. In another study, Monti et al. 
have also shown good cycling performance of hard carbon (HC) 
Na-ion anodes in an electrolyte comprised of 0.8 m NaTFSI in 
a mixture of 90 wt% (EC:PC 1:1) and 10 wt% C3mpyr[TFSI] 
demonstrating 182 mAh at C/10 over 40 cycles.[102] By moving 
to a ternary electrolyte containing PEGDME, a sodium salt and 
ionic liquid N,N-diethyl-N-methyl(2-methoxyethyl)ammonium, 
N122(2O1), Egashira et al. formulated a hybrid electrolyte with a 
ratio of 8:1:2 that reaches a high conductivity of 1.2 mS cm−1 at 
room temperature.[72]

Interestingly, the benefits of employing such mixtures reach 
considerably beyond cost and improved mass transport proper-

ties. Synergistic effects in the formation of the SEI layer on Li 
cathode materials were described by Theivaprakasam et al.[104] 
Similar effects are currently being explored in Na electrolytes 
by Manohar et al.[103] For example, Figure 5 shows the cycle 
performance of a Na vanadium phosphate Na3V2(PO4)3 cathode 
material in various hybrid electrolyte mixtures of C3mpyr[TFSI] 
and an organic electrolyte EC/PC (1:1 by volume) with 1 m 
NaFSI as the sodium salt. The 50% by volume hybrid shows 
distinctly superior cycling performance. Electron microscopy 
and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy were used to study the 
SEI layers on cathodes that had been subjected to 100 cycles 
at C/2 and it appears that the hybrid electrolyte produces a less 
resistive, more highly Na+ ion-permeable SEI layer compared to 
the organic electrolyte. The result is more stable cycling perfor-
mance with no sign of significant capacity loss over the cycles 
so far studied.

2.6. Presence of Water

For some time now the scientific community has been aware 
of the drawbacks that adventitious moisture can apply within 
ionic liquids;[22] water severely truncates the electrochemical 
window of neat electrolytes and thus limits the potential range 
of applications.[105–107] A report by Randström et al. clearly 
demonstrated a simple cyclic voltammogram to measure 
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Figure 3. Pure organic electrolyte (left) and a hybrid 50% organic electrolyte-ionic liquid exposed to a naked flame.

Figure 4. Conductivity and viscosity of EC:PC-C3mpyr[TFSI] hybrid electrolytes showing the progressive enhancement of transport properties as the 
molecular solvent content increases. Hybrids 1, 2, and 3 are 25, 50, or 75% v/v C3mpyr[TFSI] mixtures with organic solvent (EC:PC 1:1), 1 m NaFSI 
added in all cases. Reproduced with permission.[103] Copyright 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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the devastating influence of as little as 800 ppm of water on 
the cathodic stability of C4mpyr[TFSI].[107] It has since been a 
requirement of studies carried out in the field of ionic liquid 
research to include moisture contents, typically measured via 
Karl Fischer titration or electrochemical methods, usually lim-
ited to <100 ppm.[108] The inclusion of excess water within an 
ionic liquid electrolyte has been highly avoided, or strictly con-
trolled, responsible for altering the mechanism of metal elec-
trodeposition[109] and by their very nature incompatible with Li 
metal when included in electrolyte formulations.[26]

However water can be used as an additive diluent to ionic 
liquid electrolytes that oftentimes exhibit lower conductivity 
and increased viscosity than organic solvents. Figure 6 shows 
the conductivity of neat C3mpyr[FSI] (H2O > 20 ppm) and three 
electrolyte solutions including NaFSI salt that also contain dif-
fering amounts of water addition, i.e., the neat C3mpyr[FSI] and  
<20 ppm H2O electrolyte systems are both considered dry. 
Figure 1a shows us how the decreased conductivity upon increased 

salt content of 50 mol% NaFSI within C3mpyr[FSI] can be alle-
viated by incremental water addition up to 500 ppm,[110] with the 
500 ppm 50 mol% electrolyte approaching conductivity values 
of the neat and dried C3mpyr[FSI]. This increase in conduc-
tivity is of course shared by the decrease in viscosity, however 
note well the clear gap still remaining between the neat IL and 
the “wet” electrolytes shown in Figure 6b. Unlike the reported 
disadvantage >100 ppm water has had on Li0 and Na0 cycling 
performance when using a [DCA]− anion,[26,65] the addition of 
500 ppm of water to this [FSI]− based electrolyte was shown to 
have a negligible effect on Na|Na symmetrical cell cycling. For 
example, Basile et al. describe that the addition of water ben-
eficially influences the prepared surfaces when cycling using 
these water containing 50 mol% NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] electro-
lytes. However, further study into the effect of water additives 
within ionic liquid electrolytes is necessary for the benefit of 
cell performance and also production, particularly with the 
wide variety of cations and anions available. These observations 
also suggest that alternative protic solvents may also be effec-
tive additives in sodium based cells.

3. Sodium Cells Employing Ionic Liquids

Currently, the higher costs of low volume batch synthesis for 
ionic liquids is somewhat prohibitive for their implementation 
as electrolytes within energy storage. The cost of these ILs is 
predominantly due to the anion chemistry in use, whereas the 
organic cations are relatively inexpensive. This cost is expected 
to decrease through economy of scale, however it is difficult 
to estimate the commodity price of an ionic liquid electrolyte 
formulated for sodium cells. Using BatPaC 3.1 (lithium battery 
simulator) as an analog for a similar sodium based technology, 
the projections of cost for production of an integrated battery 
pack can be estimated.[111] Assuming that the cost of an IL elec-
trolyte is double that of conventional electrolyte (est. $17 L−1) 
currently used in Li-ion technologies, the estimated battery 
pack total increases by 10% across a range of 7 different cell 
chemistries. To go further, tripling the electrolyte cost increases 
the battery pack total 15–20% dependent on the materials 
chemistry of the battery. Hence, if sodium based batteries 
incorporating ionic liquids can provide sufficient performance 
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Figure 5. Cycle performance of a Na|hybrid electrolyte|NVP device with 
organic and IL hybrid electrolytes at 0.5C. Hybrids 1, 2, and 3 are 25, 50, or 
75% v/v C3mpyr[TFSI] mixtures with organic solvent (EC:PC 1:1), 1 m  
NaFSI added in all cases. Reproduced with permission.[103] Copyright 
2018, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 6. Conductivity and associated viscosity of the pyrrolidinium ionic liquid electrolyte with water as an additive to superconcentrated NaFSI/
C3mpyr[FSI]. Reproduced with permission.[110] Copyright 2017, Elsevier.
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advantages, these batteries will be cost competitive with conven-
tional cells. This highlights the fact that the electrolyte itself is 
not a large contributor to battery pack cost, rather the minerals 
required to prepare cathode materials such as Co and Mn are. 
This arises due to the large capital and CO2 emissions required 
when mining these commodities. It should also be noted that 
beneficial cell performance has been reported when these ionic 
liquids are superconcentrated. Through addition of salt to the 
IL the cost can be dramatically decreased. This is especially rel-
evant with continued efforts to develop new low cost processes 
to prepare LiTFSI salts at comparable price to LiPF6.

With the physicochemical properties of ionic liquids 
established, and the resultant electrochemical properties 
promoting these electrolytes for sodium battery applica-
tions, many formulations have been paired with anode and 
cathode materials to investigate sodium battery device per-
formance.[59,74,84,86,87,93–96,112] The ionic liquid electrolytes 
most investigated are those including the pyrrolidinium 
cation, NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI][56,84,113–118] and NaTFSI/C4mpyr
[TFSI].[59,86,93,112,113,119–121] due to their popularity in lithium 
technologies.[27,30] It should also be noted that whilst the phys-
icochemical properties of tertiary or polymer based electrolytes 
have not been discussed in depth thus far, a number of battery 
prototyping experiments have been reported.[63,64,68,70,71]

3.1. Sodium Cell Chemistries

While a wide range of sodium/ionic liquid electrolyte prototype 
devices have been prepared and studied recently, including Na–
O2,[119] Na–S,[68] dual-ion Li/Na cells,[122] poly(3,4-ethylenedioxy-
thiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT)/lignin hybrid cells,[121] 
as well as a catholyte battery[94] the focus of this section is on 
Na-ion and Na-metal cell research employing ionic liquid elec-
trolytes. Listed in Table 3 are studies of ionic liquid performance 
versus a variety of electrodes, highlighting the composition of the 
ionic liquid electrolyte and the chemistry of the electrode. As per-
formance indicators, we have included discharge capacities and 
rate capability together with the cycling temperature for several 
reports. For comparison amongst these studies, the convenient 
form of C-rate has been calculated for those studies who report 
only current density. These are converted using the theoretical 
capacity assuming 100% reversible sodiation/desodiation. Various 
cathode and anode materials have been employed in the ionic 
liquid electrolyte field. Cathodes typically belong to the class of 
layered transition metal oxides or polyanionic materials, while the 
anodes are either hard carbons, titania based, or metal alloys.[123]

Transition metal oxide electrodes have been predominantly 
studied to date, with the NaCrO2 found in several reports from 
the Hagiwara group.[84,87,93,114,124,125] The structure of transi-
tion metal oxides is described as either octahedral or prismatic 
together with a number which describes the stacking order of the 
layers.[126] Polyanionic cathodes that are listed herein are based 
on phosphates, NaFePO4,[59,112,117] Na2FeP2O7,[127] NaVOPO4,[128] 
and Na3V2(PO4)3

[86,129] and the silicate Na2MnSiO4.[115] 
Regarding studies at the negative electrode, anodes composed 
of carbon materials[55,56,113,124,130] are most prevalent in the lit-
erature, owing to the vast amount of knowledge around carbon 
intercalation negative electrode materials from studies cov-

ering decades toward alkali rocking-chair batteries. There are 
also several reports on the efficient performance of TiO2 based 
anodes[131,132] and other alloying materials.[133] As the majority of 
studies carried out thus far have used a sodium metal counter 
electrode, i.e., within symmetrical and half-cell geometries, the 
majority of the electrolytes employed have been proven compat-
ible with Na metal electrodes.

The use of ionic liquids as electrolytes has a clear advantage 
over the conventional organic carbonates given the intrinsic 
high boiling points highlighted previously. This is obvious 
when reviewing the literature as many of the studies included 
in Table 3 are conducted at intermediate and elevated tempera-
tures. This also assists researchers in alleviating the large vis-
cosity and mass transport limitations. However, the melting 
point of sodium at 97 °C itself must also be factored in when 
conducting these experiments. By increasing the temperature 
the capacity of an electrode material is increased. Additionally, it 
should be expected that the increased temperatures will impact 
favorably upon the kinetics of redox reactions taking place.

Higher operating temperatures are reported for cells com-
prising pyrrolidinium electrolytes cycled with layered transition 
metal oxides; NaCrO2,[84,93,114,124] Na2MnSiO2,[115] Na0.44MnO2,[74] 
NaFePO4

[59,112,117] as well as HC anodes.[113,124] While most studies 
focus on the temperature range 20–90 °C, Ding et al. reported 
an investigation of the cycling performance of Na|NaFSI/
C3mpyr[FSI]|NaCrO2 cells over a wide temperature range of  
−20 to 90 °C.[84,114] They showed there was a dramatic increase 
in the capacity when the temperature was increased to 25 °C 
regardless of the Na+ concentration. Beyond that temperature 
the cycling performance did not improve significantly. It was 
determined that below 0 °C, a 25 mol% NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] elec-
trolyte is the optimum concentration in these cells (Figure 7). At 
increased temperatures of 90 °C, a concentration of 40 mol% per-
formed best. This alludes to the existence of an optimum range 
of Na+ ion concentration depending upon the operating tempera-
ture of the given application. While the capacity of the Na|NaFSI/
C3mpyr[FSI]|NaCrO2 system is lower at low temperatures (0 °C), 
the stability is better than devices cycled at 90 °C. For full cells 
when using hard carbon (HC|NaTFSI/C3mpyr[TFSI]]|NaCrO2) 
it was reported that there is no temperature dependence of the 
stability.[114] When comparing the impedance of the HC and 
Na0 electrodes at low temperatures, the reports suggest that 
the impedance of the HC electrode was of similar magnitude 
and slightly lower compared to the corresponding Na electrode  
(0–90 °C).[113] Even though the C3mpyr[FSI] ionic liquid has 
shown promising compatibility with hard carbon electrodes, the 
inclusion of K+ inclusive ILs, e.g., KFSI doped NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] 
or simply NaFSI/KFSI, is not suitable due to the irreversible 
K+ ion insertion into hard carbon.[55]

With increasing salt content the mobility of electrolytes 
drop due to an increase in intermolecular interactions. Thus it 
would be expected that device performance is best at low salt 
concentrations, e.g., where the viscosity is low and the conduc-
tivity is high. However, as discussed in the previous section, 
the electrochemical properties of high salt content systems 
can often outperform the low. In fact, it has been observed 
that with increasing salt content the cycling performance is 
indeed promoted. For the Na|NaTFSI/C4mpyr[TFSI]|NaFePO4 
cell described by Wongittharom et al. the capacity retention 
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increases with greater concentration from 0.1 to 0.5 m 
(Figure 7b).[112] Although in that case, beyond 1.0 m the capacity 
drops off across the breadth of C-rates tested. This has also 
been observed for NaBF4/C4mpyr[TFSI] electrolytes.[59] At this 
moderately low concentration, the initial improvement in per-
formance may simply be a result of the increased number of 
charge carriers which allow for more efficient intercalation/
extraction of Na+, while the drop at moderate concentrations 
(around 1 m) may be attributed to the poorer transport proper-
ties observed at higher concentrations; this is somewhat in con-
trast to the superconcentrated [FSI]− systems discussed earlier.

Additionally, it has been observed that the ionic liquids 
indeed can outperform conventional solvent based electrolytes 
in terms of capacity, stability, high temperature performance, 
and safety. The 1 m NaBF4/C4mpyr[TFSI] electrolytes show 
better cycling performance as compared to solutions with 
NaTFSI or NaPF6 and their conventional organic carbonate 
equivalent, shown in Figure 8.[59] This is also true for the 
Na|Na2/3Fe2/3Mn1/3O2 (P2/O3) cells Hilder et al. has reported 
with a variety of ionic liquid electrolytes[95] and the abovemen-
tioned Na|NaTFSI/C4mpyr[TFSI]|NaFePO4 cell.[112] Importantly, 
the sodium salt added to those ionic liquids has an effect on the 
cycling performance as well.

Although there have only been limited reports on full cells, 
promising performances have been published in coin-cell 

geometries.[86,113] The recent report of the operation of the 
electrochemically inactive Maricite phase NaFePO4 cathode 
at 90 °C in a pyrrolidinium FSI ionic liquid, with good sta-
bility and 100 mAh g−1 specific capacity after 120 cycles, 
opens a new avenue of research by broadening the scope of 
useful cathode materials for moderate temperature (nomi-
nally 60–150 °C) battery applications.[117] Additionally, in the 
short time span of sodium ionic liquid electrolyte research, 
Fukunaga et al. have described a prototype 27 Ah prismatic 
cell based on HC|NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI]|NaCrO2 which deliv-
ered energy density and specific energy of 125 Wh L−1 and 
75 Wh kg−1 respectively.[124] The full cell displays energy 
efficiency of 96.8% at 50 °C comparable with coin cell vari-
ants. At long cyclability scales, the prismatic cell exhibited 
90% capacity retention after 1000 cycles. This development 
builds upon the growing number of studies investigating the 
compatibility of hard carbon materials with ionic liquids, pre-
dominantly pyrrolidinium FSI.[55,56,113,134]

Another full cell arrangement includes an alloying anode 
using a nanostructure Sb–C composite material which has also 
shown promise versus P2-NaNiFeMnO2 layered oxide cathode 
in a NaTFSI/C4mpyr[TFSI] electrolyte.[135] These prelimi-
nary results of this cell show compatibility of the ionic liquid 
electrolyte at low salt concentration (0.2 m) with both electrodes 
exhibiting 100 mAh g−1 and 2.7 V working voltage.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2018, 8, 1703491

Figure 8. a) Salt dependence upon charge–discharge rate in C4mpyr[TFSI] ionic liquid electrolytes within Na|NaFePO4 cells, and b) the cyclic stability 
of these cells surpassing conventional electrolytes at 0.3C rate and 50 °C. Reproduced with permission.[59] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.

Figure 7. Capacity measurements. a) The temperature dependence of concentrated ionic liquid electrolytes for NaCrO2 capacity retention in Na|NaFSI/
C3mpyr[FSI]|NaCrO2 cells at concentration between 10–30 mol% and b) the capacity retention as a function of salt concentration and C rate in 
Na|NaTFSI/C4mpyr[TFSI]|NaFePO4 cells. (a) Reproduced with permission.[84] Copyright 2014, Elsevier. (b) Reproduced with permission.[112] Copyright 2014, 
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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3.2. Metal–Air

Metal–air batteries are a promising candidate for the next gen-
eration of energy storage devices owing to their intrinsically 
high energy-density values.[136] Among all the battery chem-
istries, Na–O2 has emerged as an interesting alternative to 
conventional Li-ion due to their high specific energy (i.e., 1605 or 
1108 Wh kg−1, depending on the final discharge product),[136] 
their low production costs and the global abundance of 
sodium.[137] The parameters to control the formation of a spe-
cific discharge product in Na–O2 are still unclear. However, 
development of electrolytes has been a route of extensive and 
widespread interest to improve the performance of the metal-
air battery technologies in general. In that regard, ionic liquids, 
due to the large variations in anion–cation composition, allow 
one to optimize the electrolyte properties and performance.

One of the first demonstrations of ionic liquids as electrolytes 
for Na-air batteries was reported by Zhao et al.[138] In that work, 
N-methyl-N-propylpiperidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)
imide (C3mpip[TFSI]) was evaluated as a potential electro-
lyte and the performance was comparable with carbonate and 
ether-based electrolytes. Discharge products were composed 
of parasitic products (carbonates and hydroxides) and NaO2 
for every cell configuration, however the ratio of each compo-
nent was strongly dependent upon the nature of the electrolyte. 
Therefore, in order to clearly understand and control the dis-
charge products and avoid the generation of parasitic products, 
it is necessary to gain insight into the nucleation processes 
occurring from the bulk electrolyte at the electrode/electrolyte 
interface. However, currently there is a dearth of extensive 
information on the reduction mechanism corresponding to Na–
O2 in ionic liquids and the impact on the discharge products.

Recently, there has been a focus on gaining a fundamental 
understanding of the species generated in the bulk ionic liquid 
electrolyte in the presence of the electrogenerated superoxide 
anion, O2

●−. This has investigated by Pozo-Gonzalo et al. using 
a conventional 3-electrode set-up.[119] In that study, the concen-
tration of the salt greatly affected the stabilization of super-
oxide. Through the use of experimental and theoretical calcula-
tions,[119,139] it was revealed that when at higher [Na+] (0.7 mol% 
to highly saturated 16.6 mol%) the superoxide coordination 
environment shifts away from [C4mpyr]+ toward the Na+ cation 
itself and impacts the oxygen reduction reaction mechanism in 
the C4mpyr[TFSI] electrolyte.

Of all the ionic liquids studied more broadly in relation to 
the ORR reaction, aliphatic and alicyclic ammonium-based ILs 
are known to stabilize the superoxide anion. Thereby making 
them good candidates as electrolytes for metal–air batteries.[140] 
The mechanism of the ORR in neat C4mpyr[TFSI] has been 
studied in detail and the process assigned to the one-electron 
reversible O2/O2

●− redox couple.[141]

The generation of a complex species, [O2
•−][C4mpyr+]n[Na+]m, 

is envisioned in the bulk sodium cation pyrrolidinium-based 
ionic liquid with the composition depending on the Na+ con-
centration. Additionally, Pozo-Gonzalo et al. established that the 
coordination between Na+ and [TFSI]− governs the mobility of 
the superoxide anion as determined by the simulated diffusivi-
ties shown here for the first time in Figure 9. The interesting 
trend of the diffusion coefficient of superoxide can be explained 

by the combination of different factors. The sharp decrease in 
the diffusion coefficient in the presence of 2.5 mol% Na+ can 
be explained as the result of the stronger interaction between 
the superoxide anion and Na+, which slows down the diffusion 
of superoxide D(O2

●−).
Upon increasing the NaTFSI concentration, the number of 

[C4mpyr]+ cations coordinated to superoxide will decrease from 
4 to 2, thereby leading to a less bulky aggregate and therefore 
more mobile species. At the same time, there is a competi-
tion between TFSI and superoxide anions to coordinate Na+. 
A trend in the coordination has been reported for small alkali 
cations with sulfonylimide-based anions.[88,142]

These previous findings are extremely important from an 
applied perspective to understand the growth mechanism of 
the discharge products and their morphology.[143] Using an 
in-house designed three electrode pipette cell the discharge 
products on an air cathode has been reported. The work shows 
that increasing the concentration of NaTFSI salt, from 1.13 to 
16.6 mol%, in the C4mpyr[TFSI] provides a significant enhance-
ment in the discharge capacity by an order of magnitude, in 
addition to reducing the overpotential and increasing the long-
term cyclability. The authors showed that film-like deposits 
obtained in dilute IL electrolytes produce a more capacitive 
behavior, whereas a dense coverage of spherical particles, 
ranging from nanometers to microns in diameter, are observed 
for highly concentrated mixtures.[143]

These findings provide evidence that the porous cathode 
after discharge in the 4 mol% NaTFSI electrolyte mixture 
is more blocked in comparison with that in the 16.6 mol% 
NaTFSI electrolyte mixture which prevents oxygen access 
at the gas–electrode–electrolyte three-phase boundaries. 
By comparison, the 16.6 mol% NaTFSI electrolyte mixture 
results in limited passivation and blockage of the electrode 
surface. Different discharge products were obtained by dif-
ferent nucleation mechanisms and this was suggested to be 
dependent on the ion speciation in the ionic liquid. Thus 
there is scope to control the performance of the Na–O2 cell 
by controlling the electrolyte properties to further improve 
battery performance.

Adv. Energy Mater. 2018, 8, 1703491

Figure 9. Calculated diffusivities for the superoxide anion in neat 
C4mpyr[TFSI] and NaTFSI/C4mpyr[TFSI] electrolyte mixtures.
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3.3. Electrode–Electrolyte Interface

The shortcoming of batteries comprising an alkali metal anode 
is the anode’s susceptibility to failure as a result of unfavorable 
metal deposits which can form a rough morphology with lower 
density and dendritic form.[31] Likewise, cell failure can arise 
due to an ineffective passivation film which normally arrests 
continued electrolyte breakdown (i.e., if an ineffective SEI 
is formed).[144] The SEI allows the ingress/egress of Na+ ions 
whilst blocking fresh Na0 metal which spontaneously reduces 
the electrolyte. Inhomogeneity of the SEI across an electrode, 
whether morphology, impedance, or thickness, can play a role 
in the failure of a sodium cell. Unlike Li0 anodes, where den-
drites are considered the dominant mode of failure through 
short circuits, it is the breakdown of electrolyte at the sodium 
metal surface which is regarded as significantly detrimental.[145]

There has been much interest in the characterization of the 
SEI which forms upon the alkali anode since the first[15] report of 
an ionic liquid enabling plating/stripping of Li metal.[27,28,30,146] 
More recently there have been reports of studies toward under-
standing the SEI and interfacial structure within sodium  
based electrolytes,[48,147] but very few in depth studies with 
ionic liquid electrolytes.[58,65,90] A sodium electrolyte based on 
superconcentrated 5 m NaFSI/DME, which forms a solvate 
and operates similarly to a superconcentrated ionic liquid, 
has been used for Na metal cycling with very high Coulombic 
efficiency of 99.3%.[48] In that work Lee et al. demonstrated 
that the higher concentration electrolyte outperforms both 
1 m NaFSI/DME and the organic carbonate equivalent (1 m 
NaPF6/EC:PC). Using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy the study revealed 
that higher concentrations of salt minimize electrolyte break-
down at the surface of Na metal and promote better SEI 
formation without tarnishing the anode surface. Due to the 
number of studies reported, the breakdown of the [FSI]− anion 
is well understood through a variety of different approaches 
in Li systems.[28,148–150] Another in depth analysis of the SEI 
by Qian et al. also in a superconcentrated electrolyte, albeit 
for LiFSI solvated in DME, show how these electrolytes out-
perform less concentrated analogues and prepare a highly 
conductive SEI layer.[47]

Reports generally assume a similar role and performance 
for an SEI in Na0 systems, though limited evidence or detailed 
analysis is available to date. In actuality, the existing work 
on defining the character and nature of the SEI on sodium 
anodes is limited to characterization from X-ray diffraction,[151] 
SEM,[58,86,120,151] and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS)[58,59,74,95] – all invaluable tools in the study of surface films 
such as the SEI. However, of these studies, the investigation of 
the anode surface is less concerned with the SEI itself, rather, 
these techniques are used to establish the effect of cycling 
upon the nature/morphology of the electrode material. The 
most detailed EIS study to date by Basile et al. provides insight 
into the evolution of the electrode–electrolyte interface before, 
during and after cycling from superconcentrated 45 mol% 
NaFSI/P1i4i4i4[FSI] in Na|Na symmetrical cells. The equivalent 
circuit model is not provided, however clear trends of resistance 
decreases proportional to polarization current densities is dem-
onstrated. Through this observation, enhanced Na|Na metal 

symmetrical cell cycling stability was made possible by applying 
an initial high current rate which prepares an ideal interface 
for further cycling. Highlighting the compatibility of these elec-
trolytes to Na0. There is however a detailed spectroscopic study 
of the SEI on surface modified Ge for Na-ion electrodes. Lahiri 
et al. modify a Ge electrodeposit using Sb through an electro-
less deposition in an ionic liquid medium. The formation of a  
GexSb1−x film identified via Raman and XPS leads to better 
diffusion of Na+ leading toward greater capacity and current 
densities during half-cell cycling in an NaFSI/C3mpyr[FSI] elec-
trolyte.[152] There are no such thorough investigations on hard 
carbon electrodes at the time of writing however. There is no 
doubt that understanding the fundamental nature of this inter-
facial layer can have beneficial impact on the practical cycling 
of sodium cells.

4. Solid State Na Electrolytes

4.1. Organic Ionic Plastic Crystals

Organic ionic plastic crystal ion conductors are novel solid 
electrolytes that offer opportunities to improve the safety and 
performance of Na batteries. OIPCs consist of an organic 
cation–anion pair, much like those within an IL, however, they 
have regular crystal structures in the solid state.[153] Interest-
ingly at temperatures below the melting point (Tm), an OIPC 
rearranges to a lower symmetry crystalline phase through the 
rotational motion of ions within the long-range ordered lattice. 
The presence of these rotator phases leads to one or several 
transitions from orientationally ordered phases to orientation-
ally disordered ones resulting in an increase in entropy with 
increasing temperature. Thus, eventually these crystals melt 
with a remarkably low entropy of fusion (<20 J K−1 mol−1).[153] 
A consequence of this structural disorder is the formation of 
defects (vacancies or extended defects such as dislocations) 
which enables the motion of ions and hence results in ionic 
conductivity.[154] These defects also lead to more readily deform-
able materials, hence the term plastic crystal.

An OIPC may also have many properties in common with 
ionic liquids including low Tm, low flammability, negligible 
volatility, good thermal and electrochemical stability and high 
Li+/Na+ transference number. Along with the advantageous 
properties of ILs, OIPCs being solid state materials, have 
desirable mechanical properties. When comparing OIPCs to 
molecular plastic crystals, such as succinonitrile,[155,156] OIPCs 
are much safer, as succinonitrile is volatile above the melting 
point—this is closely analogous to the safety benefits of ILs 
over organic solvents.[156,157] These properties have made them 
favorable materials for application as solid electrolytes for 
improving the safety and reliability of electrochemical devices. 
Hence they have been proposed as solid state electrolytes in 
a variety of applications encompassing but not limited to fuel 
cells,[24,44] batteries,[24,157,158] supercapacitors,[159] and dye-sensitized 
solar cells.[160,161]

Thus far, only a few studies have been conducted on OIPC 
solid electrolytes for Na battery applications[162–165] in contrast 
to the more numerous reports of OIPCs as solid-state electro-
lytes for Li cells.[54,166–172] Adding a second salt component to 
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OIPCs as target ions (Li+ or Na+ ions for Li or Na batteries) 
which is a first step for their application as an electrolyte in 
devices, usually improves their ionic conductivity.[166,167,173–176] 
One hypothesis regarding the mechanism of conduction 
of Li ions in OIPCs is that orientational and/or rotational 
motions within the OIPC may benefit the motion of interstitial 
Li ions.[177] In addition, the inclusion of additional defects (e.g., 
vacancies) or decreasing grain size (i.e., increasing the volume 
of grain boundaries) by adding salts could be responsible for 
fast conduction of ions in an OIPC.[157] Alternatively, the for-
mation of a low melting point mixture of an OIPC and Li or 
Na salts (e.g., eutectics) can lead to higher ionic conductivity. 
At some temperatures, these mixtures convert to a two-phase 
liquid/solid material with the liquid component localized at the 
grain boundaries of the OIPC rich phase, providing pathways 
for diffusion of ions.[162–165,176,178]

The phase behavior of a mixture of an OIPC and sodium salt 
was reported for the first time by Forsyth et al., who examined 
N-ethyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)
imide (C2mpyr[TFSI]) when doped with up to 50 mol% NaTFSI. 
The phase diagram was extracted from dynamic scanning calo-
rimetry traces (DSC, Figure 10). They reported that this binary 
system has a eutectic transition at 63 °C at the composition 
of 15 mol% NaTFSI. Interestingly however, this is different 
from the eutectic transition temperature and eutectic composi-
tion of the same OIPC doped with LiTFSI, previously studied 
by Henderson et al.[178] Below the eutectic temperature, two 
solid phases, one rich in OIPC and the other rich in sodium 
salt, appeared. However, above the eutectic temperature only 
the liquid phase persisted. The presence of a second Na-rich 
phase was also confirmed by scanning electron microscopy, 
X-ray diffraction and nuclear magnetic resonance. The benefit 
of multiple phase transitions within these OIPCs is through the 
increasing disorder of the lattice. This is evident within conduc-
tivity measurements that revealed that the 40 mol% NaTFSI 
sample at temperatures just below the eutectic temperature 
(i.e., solid state), shows 3 orders of magnitude higher ionic con-
ductivity compared to that of the pure OIPC (Figure 10b). Thus 
demonstrating that solid-state OIPCs mixed with sodium salts 
can be sufficiently conductive to be applied in Na batteries.[162]

Chimdi et al. have also considered the phase behavior, 
dynamics and ion conductivity of mixtures of an N-methyl-
N-methylpyrrolidinium dicyanamide OIPC (C1mpyrDCA) 
and sodium dicyanamide. By once again constructing a phase 
diagram from DSC data the authors reported that this binary 
system has a eutectic transition at a temperature ≈89 °C, at a 
composition of 20 mol% NaDCA. The conductivities in this 
binary system approached 0.3 S cm−1 for the 50 mol% NaDCA 
composition just below the eutectic temperature, where the 
system is still solid.[163]

4.2. Solid-State Electrolytes

The phase behavior, conductivity and electrochemical behavior 
of a mixture of a phosphonium cation-based OIPCs with small 
alkyl chain length (P111i4[TFSI]) and NaTFSI has been investi-
gated by Makhlooghiazad et al. recently. The detailed phase 
diagram was determined over the whole range of NaTFSI con-
centrations (0–100 mol% NaTFSI in P111i4[TFSI]) and is shown 
in Figure 11. The phase behavior of these mixtures is complex 
with a eutectic transition at 36 ± 0.5 °C for the 5 mol% NaTFSI 
composition. A new intermediate compound at a composition 
of 4:1, i.e., [Na0.2(P111i4)0.8][TFSI] which led to a new Na+ ion 
conductor was also explored. For compositions above 20 mol% 
NaTFSI a peritectic transition at 45 °C was observed. Ionic con-
ductivity measurements revealed high ionic conductivity for the 
25 mol% and 75 mol% NaTFSI compositions (Figure 11b). The 
high concentration of sodium salt in the latter sample means 
it is predominantly in the solid state. The electrochemical 
behavior of these two compositions (one purely in the liquid 
phase and the other a solid phase) to support Na electrochem-
istry were investigated. Stable stripping and plating of sodium 
in a symmetrical Na|Na cell with a high concentration of Na 
salt in OIPC (75 mol% of NaTFSI) at 50 and 60 °C was shown 
at 0.1 mA cm−2 applying 10 min polarization steps for over  
100 cycles. Cycling of half cells (Na|25 mol% NaTFSI|NaFePO4) 
at 50 °C delivered stable discharge capacities of ≈76 mAh g−1 at 
C/10 with high Coulombic efficiency. These observations indi-
cated the possibility of using such OIPC electrolytes in sodium 
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Figure 10. a) Phase diagram of NaTFSI/C2mpyr[TFSI]. The phases are labelled I through IV with the highest temperature phase always being labeled 
as Phase I, and b) Ionic conductivity of pure C2mpyr[TFSI] and mixed NaTFSI/C2mpyr[TFSI]. Reproduced with permission.[162] Copyright 2014, Royal 
Society of Chemistry.
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devices.[164] Electrochemical cycling of 50 mol% NaTFSI/
P111i4[TFSI] has also been measured in a hybrid cell–carbon 
capacitor cathode and sodium metal anode,[179] showing impres-
sive average discharge voltage of ≈3 V with good stability.

Recently, the phase behavior, transport properties and elec-
trochemical behavior of mixtures of the methyl, triisobutyl 
based OIPC P1i4i4i4[FSI] and its corresponding NaFSI salt 
was also reported by Makhlooghiazad et al. Once again, these 
OIPCs were demonstrated as electrolytes in Na|Na symmetrical 
cells containing as much as 90 mol% NaFSI with very low 
and stable polarization potential (200 mV) at 50 and 90 °C at 
0.05 and 0.1 mA cm−2, respectively (Figure 12).[165] The influ-
ence of size and symmetry of the cations and anions which 
make up these OIPCs has also been studied. Systems including 
NaFSI/P1i4i4i4[FSI] and NaTFSI/P1i4i4i4[TFSI] as well as NaTFSI/
P111i4[TFSI] were directly compared to reveal that OIPCs con-
sisting of a smaller cation and anion have superior properties 
in terms of lower Tm, higher conductivity and greater diffusivity 
of ions than their bulkier counterparts.[180]

The effect of mixed anions has recently been explored for 
the P1i4i4i4[FSI] OIPC with the addition of either NaTFSI or 
NaPF6.[98] P1i4i4i4[FSI]/NaPF6 mixtures exhibited complicated 

phase behavior with a higher melting temperature, compared 
to that of the neat P1i4i4i4[FSI]. On the other hand the NaTFSI 
additions had a similar influence to the NaFSI such that 
NaFSI/P1i4i4i4[FSI] and NaTFSI/P1i4i4i4[FSI] showed similar 
phase behavior and ionic conductivity. Na|Na symmetrical cells 
containing either NaFSI or NaTFSI samples showed extremely 
stable cycling at room temperature and at 50 °C. In contrast, 
in order to establish a smooth and stable SEI layer in a cell 
with 20 mol% NaPF6 electrolyte, a conditioning period using 
a higher current density or an extended time was required.[98] 
Such conditioning periods to achieve more stable metal plating 
and stripping have been observed before for ionic liquids and 
superconcentrated electrolyte systems for both Li and Na.[164,165]

5. Conclusions and Perspectives

Ionic liquids exhibit advantageous intrinsic properties and have 
shown promise as candidates in sodium battery applications 
building on progress in the lithium field. These ionic liquid 
electrolytes have several benefits over the conventional organic 
solvents borrowed from Li-ion; particularly their increased 
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Figure 11. a) Phase diagram of P111i4[TFSI] and NaTFSI binary systems. b) Ionic conductivity of P111i4[TFSI] electrolytes with varying concentrations of 
NaTFSI. Reproduced with permission.[164] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.

Figure 12. a,b) Galvanostatic cycling of 90 mol% NaFSI/P1i444[FSI] at 50 °C using a Na0 metal electrode with a controlled current density of 0.05 mA cm−2 
(polarization period of 10 min) and c) associated impedance data. Reproduced with permission.[165] Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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solubility to provide superconcentrated electrolytes, the great 
electrochemical and thermal stability range and good transport 
of the Na+ charge carrier. The flexibility in design of these novel 
solvents demands investigation of the properties of yet to be 
unveiled novel ionic liquids tailored for applications. Further 
functionalizing cations and anions toward improved solvation 
and mobility of the charge carrier is expected to bring about 
these developments. This has recently been reported through 
the investigation of organic ionic plastic crystals that are solid 
and don’t suffer from leakage, enhance safety and still retain 
liquid character for the benefit of conductivity and battery 
performance.

A variety of electrode materials have been tested using ionic 
liquid electrolytes, although this number is still limited, these 
reports show that ionic liquid electrolytes have the potential 
to replace conventional solvent based electrolytes in terms of 
capacity, cycle stability, high temperature performance, and 
safety. Studies have predominantly focused on pyrrolidinium 
ionic liquids amassing a great deal of knowledge for this cation. 
These studies should be expanded to other classes of ionic liq-
uids such as phosphonium systems and/or functionalized cat-
ions. The effect of different anions is also shown to be impor-
tant, and this is an area which may be quickly unveiled, some 
studies have already looked into mixed anion electrolytes with 
a clear anion-dependence apparent for electrochemical perfor-
mances. Recent work investigating how temperature, salt form 
and concentration affect the performance of these cells com-
prised of ionic liquid electrolytes reveals that this field is still 
growing with exciting and promising results remaining ahead.

These novel electrolytes have been characterized using clas-
sical techniques to determine their physicochemistry and 
thermal behavior, however the use of superconcentrated electro-
lytes have found that electrochemical techniques such as trans-
port number calculation have provided keen insights. Further 
validating the characterization of these electrolytes using elec-
trochemical techniques. In addition, electrochemical techniques 
such as impedance spectroscopy will be immensely valuable 
as a tool for the investigation of the electrode–electrolyte  
interface as it has been with Li technologies. A thorough study 
into the nature of the solid-electrolyte interphase is yet to be 
carried out for these electrolytes with the variety of electrode 
materials reported herein. The knowledge gained from such a 
study will undoubtedly provide insight for future sodium bat-
tery device applications.

In order to realize commercial sodium based batteries uti-
lizing an ionic liquid electrolyte, a number of key hurdles must 
be overcome. These include the intrinsic viscosity and density 
of ionic liquids that can create processing and wetting issues 
during manufacturing, and may also lead to a drop in specific 
energy of a cell. Although the moderate and intermediate tem-
perature studies of these electrolytes have shown great promise 
thus highlighting the limitations of conventional carbonate 
electrolytes in Na-ion cells, it is at lower temperatures that per-
formance must be enhanced. The cost of these unique solvents 
is also an important factor in cell design and manufacture, how-
ever these are not of drastic concern in comparison to other cell 
components. The reports herein have shown that by increasing 
the salt content to be “superconcentrated” (> 50 mol%) the rela-
tive decrease in ionic liquid required will drastically reduce the 

cost of an electrolyte, while still retaining and oftentimes ben-
efiting cell performance. If favorable economy of scale for these 
materials can be achieved, application of these electrolytes for 
intermediate temperature applications appears to be a viable 
future technology.
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